COURSE NAME: Administrative Law

CATALOGUE NUMBER: 8764

PROFESSOR(S): William G. Eckhardt and Eric A. Martin

ESSENTIAL PREREQUISITE(S): None

DESIRABLE PREREQUISITE(S): Constitutional Law

COURSE BOOK(S):

1. **Required:**
   
   
   

2. **Recommended:**
   

METHOD OF GRADING AND APPRAISAL OF STUDENT FOR GRADE: Final Exam.

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION OF COURSE: Introduction to the administrative process; role, function, and processes of administrative agencies; policy issues of administrative government; judicial review.

COURSE CONTENT:

| Administrative Agencies and Administrative Law | Evidentiary Hearings and Decisions |
| Delegation of Powers | Judicial Review |
| Rules and Rulemaking | Investigations and Information |
| Right to be Heard |

RELEVANCY OF COURSE FOR CAREER PURPOSES: An essential “unifier” like evidence and constitutional law. Provides basics for litigators, civil servants, and those who work with agencies.

RELEVANCY OF COURSE FOR MISSOURI BAR EXAM PREPARATION: